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SCO500B - Battery Smoke/CO Combo

Wireless Photoelectric &  
electrochemical co Battery PoWered

• Easily add Smoke/CO Combo alarms 
outside bedrooms and on every level of the 
home to create a wireless safety network.

SA511B - Battery Smoke Alarm
Wireless Photoelectric Battery PoWered

• Easily add smoke alarms to every bedroom 
to create a wireless safety network.

SA520B - Hardwired Smoke Alarm

Bridge Unit - Wireless Photoelectric  
120V With Battery BackUP

• Easily expand an existing interconnected 
120V AC system by replacing one alarm in 
the series with this Bridge Unit alarm.

• Add additional battery-operated BRK Wire-
less Interconnect Alarms to create a wireless 
safety network.

CO511B - Battery CO Alarm

Wireless electrochemical co Battery PoWered

• Easily add CO alarms outside bedrooms 
and on every level of the home to create a 
wireless safety network.

Innovative Features
Wireless interconnect
Reliable and secure radio frequency com-
munication between alarms. 915 MHz 
frequency with 65,000 security codes and 3 
channel frequency hopping.

mesh netWork commUnication
2-way communication format that sends, 
receives and re-sends the alarm signals pro-
viding a more reliable network.

Voice Warning With location
Exclusive! Programmable with up to 11 loca-
tions  (ex. “basement”). When alarm sounds 
(if programmed for basement), it will say, 
“Warning, Evacuate, Smoke in Basement”.  If 
other BRK Wireless Interconnect Voice Warn-
ing alarms are  located throughout the house 
they will also signal, “Warning, Evacuate, 
Smoke in Basement”.

Photoelectric technology
Helps reduce nuisance alarms, especially 
around kitchens and baths which are more 
prone to nuisance alarms from cooking 
smoke and shower steam.

oPtiPath 360 technology™
Patented technology provides 360 degrees of 
direct access to smoke sensor.

sPread sPectrUm horn tone
Lower and varying horn frequency makes 
it easier for elderly with normal age related 
hearing loss to hear horn. Sweeps through 
the 2200 - 3400 Hz range.

latching FeatUres
Alarm Latch: Easily identifies initiating alarm 
even after alarm condition has subsided. Low 
Battery Latch: Identifies which unit is in low 
battery condition. Both features activate for 
up to 15 minutes. (excludes SA520B).

silence FeatUre
Silences unwanted alarms. Two silence fea-
tures - Temporarily silence low battery chirp 
for up to 8 hours before replacing battery or 
silence unwanted alarm for several minutes.
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